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We consider ZH and WH production at the Large Hadron Collider, where the Higgs decays to a bb¯ pair.
We use jet substructure techniques to reconstruct the Higgs boson and construct angular observables
involving leptonic decay products of the vector bosons. These eﬃciently discriminate between the tensor
structure of the HVV vertex expected in the Standard Model and that arising from possible new physics,
as quantiﬁed by higher dimensional operators. This can then be used to examine the CP nature of the
Higgs as well as CP mixing effects in the HZZ and HWW vertices separately.
© 2014 Elsevier B.V. Open access under CC BY license. Funded
 
by SCOAP3.The recently discovered Higgs-like particle [1] at the Large
Hadron Collider (LHC) will dominate global particle physics ef-
fort for many years to come. Whether or not this is the Standard
Model (SM) Higgs boson necessitates precise study of its couplings
to other SM particles. Here we focus on the study of the tensor
structure and hence of the CP properties of the Higgs-Weak Boson
vertex (HVV) as well as of CP violating effects in the same, through
associated production of a Higgs boson with a V = W , Z boson
(VH channel). We construct new observables that can be used to
disentangle CP even and CP odd new physics contributions from
SM contributions (and from each other). Importantly, this channel
can probe the HWW and HZZ vertices separately. The VH channel,
though subdominant, can be studied using modern jet substruc-
ture techniques [2]. We show that, interestingly, these techniques
automatically enhance the sensitivity of the VH channel to probe
such anomalous couplings.
The HVV vertex can be written as:
igW MW
[
Agμν + B(pμqν − gμν p · q)+ Cμνρσ pρqσ
]
(1)
where A, B (C ) are form factors corresponding to CP even (odd)
terms respectively. In the SM A = 1 and B = 0 = C . We perform
a model-independent analysis and show how the VH channel can
be used to probe such a vertex structure. In the absence, so far,
of any signal of physics Beyond the SM (BSM), a precision study
of the Higgs is the portal to probe the same. Assuming that this
new physics respects SM gauge symmetries, one can characterise
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Eq. (1) can be generated by supplementing the SM Lagrangian with
higher dimensional operators, such as:
g2W
c1
2Λ21
Φ†Φ Fμν F
μν, g2W
c2
2Λ22
Φ†Φ F˜μν F
μν, (2)
with gW and Fμν the electroweak coupling constant and SU(2)
ﬁeld strength tensor, F˜μν = 12 μναβ Fαβ , Φ the (SU(2) doublet)
Higgs ﬁeld and ci (complex) constants. These operators then gen-
erate a vertex with B = 4c1/Λ21 and C = 4c2/Λ22. In the SM the
strength of the HZZ and HWW couplings are related through cus-
todial symmetry. There are however, several extensions of the
SM that could modify the coupling strength [3]. In addition BSM
physics could also modify the Lorentz structure of the HVV vertex
as described above. The operators in Eq. (2) are only two of the
several possible operators that can contribute to the general HVV
vertex [4,5]. In principle, the various operators can affect the HWW
and HZZ vertices differently. It, therefore, becomes important to be
able to study both the vertices separately to probe signs of new
physics in a comprehensive manner. The operators in Eq. (2) are
not severely constrained from precision electroweak tests or the
electric dipole moment of the electron [6]. Stronger constraints
from the decay widths of H → V (∗)V ∗ and H → γ γ , may only be
extracted after several simplifying assumptions [7,8,6]. Thus, one
must directly probe the HVV vertex in order to arrive at concrete
and unambiguous conclusions on the existence of BSM physics.
Throughout, for simplicity, we will absorb the coeﬃcients c1 and
c2 into the scales Λ1 and Λ2 respectively. Therefore these do not
directly reﬂect the scale of new physics.
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in [9,7,10–13] with current LHC data disfavouring a pure pseu-
doscalar hypothesis at ∼2–3σ [14,15]. Similar constraints on the
HWW vertex using the H → W (∗)W ∗ decay are hard to achieve
since the kinematical cuts necessary to eliminate backgrounds
hamper the analysis.
The tensor structure of the HVV vertex can be investigated us-
ing kinematic and angular correlations [16,17] in Vector Boson Fu-
sion (VBF). However, the Z and W boson contributions cannot be
studied separately since the HZZ vertex constitutes approximately
one-fourth of the total cross-section. Another point to note about
VBF is that the momentum-dependent non-SM vertices tend to
push the kinematic distribution of the tagging-jets to regions of
phase space that are more QCD-like [18]. In order to improve the
sensitivity to non-SM couplings the VBF like cuts may need to be
relaxed resulting in signiﬁcant contamination from Higgs produc-
tion through gluon fusion.
Electron–positron colliders can offer precision information on
the HZZ vertex [19,20], but an unambiguous separate determina-
tion of the HWW and HZZ vertices through VBF is possible only at
the proposed LHeC [21]. Hence, in order to elucidate the nature of
the HVV couplings at the LHC, one is unavoidably led to VH pro-
duction.
At the LHC, where until recently even the detection of the Higgs
in the VH channel was considered diﬃcult, studies of the nature
of the HVV vertex, in the same, were not contemplated. Here we
show that modern jet substructure techniques [2], of use when
the Higgs is highly boosted and decays to a bb¯ pair, can not only
probe but also increase the sensitivity to BSM couplings. We fur-
thermore demonstrate that angular correlations of decay leptons
produced in the VH process, are able to determine the vertex in
Eq. (1). We simulate all processes using MadGraph5 [22] inter-
faced with Pythia6 [23] for showering and hadronisation, and
use the FastJet package [24] to cluster the jets. The effective
Lagrangian was implemented in FeynRules [25].
1. Event selection
It is important to apply selection criteria to distinguish between
the signal and background processes. For ZH production we re-
quire:
1. A fat jet (radius R = 1.2, pT > 200 GeV). After applying the
mass drop and ﬁltering procedure of [2], we require no more
than three subjets with pT > 20 GeV, |η| < 2.5, and radius
Rsub = min(0.3, Rbb), where Rbb is the separation of the two
hardest subjets, both of which must be b-tagged. We also re-
quire that the invariant mass of this jet system reconstructs
the Higgs mass in the range 115–135 GeV.
2. Exactly 2 leptons (transverse momentum pT >20 GeV, pseudo-
rapidity |η| < 2.5) of same ﬂavour and opposite charge, with
invariant mass within 10 GeV of the Z mass MZ . These should
be isolated: the sum of all particle transverse momenta in a
cone of radius R = 0.3 about each lepton should not exceed
10% of that of the lepton.
3. Demand that the reconstructed Z has a pT > 150 GeV, with
azimuthal angle satisfying φ(Z , H) > 1.2.
After cuts, the only signiﬁcant surviving background process is
Z + jets. Cross-sections at Leading Order (LO) after cuts are shown
in Table 1. The H → bb¯ branching ratios were taken from Ref. [26].
Since the K factors for the background and the signal are not too
different [2] our results are not expected to be signiﬁcantly dif-
ferent at Next to Leading Order (NLO). In principle our analysis is
sensitive to the b-tagging eﬃciency and light quark jet rejectionTable 1
Cross-sections (fb) evaluated at leading order for the 14 TeV LHC after applying
all cuts. V + jets corresponds to the Z + jets background for the ZH process and
W + jets for the WH process. For the last two columns the SM contribution was
set to zero and the values of Λi were set to reproduce the SM total cross-section
before applying cuts. These results do not require W reconstruction.
Channel VHSM V + jets tt¯ Single top VH0+BSM VH0
−
BSM
ZH 0.12 0.23 0 0 0.48 0.73
WH 0.355 0.28 0.13 0.06 1.45 2.14
rate [2] (here set to b = 0.6 and r j = 100 respectively). However,
we checked that this has no impact on the angular observables.
Note that the V + jets backgrounds were evaluated with up to
three extra partons in the 5 ﬂavour scheme, i.e. including the dom-
inant V bb¯ background.
For WH production we require:
1. The Higgs reconstructed as above.
2. Exactly 1 hard lepton (pT > 30 GeV, |η| < 2.5), isolated as
above.
3. Missing transverse momentum /pT > 30 GeV.
4. The reconstructed W has pT > 150 GeV and azimuthal angle
satisfying φ(H,W ) > 1.2.
5. No additional jet activity with p jetT > 30 GeV, |η| < 3 (to sup-
press single and top pair production backgrounds).
Again, major backgrounds are detailed in Table 1.
1.1. Reconstructing the neutrino momentum
One must reconstruct the neutrino in WH production to deter-
mine our angular observables. We identify the neutrino transverse
momentum pTν with the missing transverse momentum /pT . The
missing transverse momentum is approximated by taking the neg-
ative vector sum of the transverse momentum of all particles that
can be detected (>0.5 GeV). In order to evaluate the full four mo-
mentum of the neutrino, we demand that the squared sum of the
neutrino and lepton momenta be equal to the squared W boson
mass ((pν + pl1 )2 = M2W ), solving the resulting quadratic equation.
Comparing with the “true” Monte-Carlo generated neutrino mo-
mentum, we ﬁnd that choosing a given solution out of the two
possible ones, reconstructs the true neutrino momentum 50% of
the time, with 5% giving imaginary solutions. One can also com-
pare the boosts of the Higgs βHz and reconstructed W β
W
z in the
z direction. The solution with the minimum value for |βWz − βHz |
gives the true neutrino momentum in 65% of cases. We present all
our results using the latter algorithm.
1.2. Sensitivity to new operators
The BSM operators of Eq. (2) push the pT , invariant mass
(
√
sˆHV) and rapidity separation (yHV) distributions of the VH sys-
tem to larger values [18,27,28], leading to larger Higgs boosts and
a reduced separation between the leptons (Rll), and b jets Rbb .
Consequently, the above selection cuts enhance BSM effects. In Ta-
ble 1, one sees the acceptance of these operators to the selection
cuts is very good: ∼4 (∼6) times the SM acceptance for the CP
even (odd) operator.
In Fig. 1, we consider the SM Lagrangian supplemented by ei-
ther the CP odd or even operator applied to the WH channel. We
show the ratio of the SM+BSM and SM cross-sections both for the
total cross-section (R±tot = σ SM+BSM±tot /σ SMtot ) and the cross-section
after applying selection cuts (R jetsub± = σ SM+BSM±jetsub /σ SMjetsub). As ex-
pected, the BSM contribution is larger for smaller values of the
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and R+ (mixture of SM and the BSM CP even term) (blue boxes) both before (hol-
low markers) and after (bold markers) applying selection cuts for the WH channel.
The scale of new physics Λ determines the strength of the contribution from new
physics.
new physics scales Λi . We also see that R jetsub increases at a faster
rate than Rtot with decreasing values of Λi . While the rates alone
cannot provide information about the HVV interactions, the varia-
tion of the rates with the pT cuts used can provide information on
the presence of BSM physics. This behaviour would also be observ-
able in both pp → ZH → ll¯bb¯ and pp → ZH → νν¯bb¯.
2. Angular observables
To fully distinguish CP even and odd BSM contributions, one
must construct CP-odd observables, which is diﬃcult in princi-
ple [29]. For ZH production, Ref. [30] considered two such observ-
ables, although these are sensitive to radiation and hadronisation
corrections; Ref. [31] deﬁned observables which are insensitive to
the CP nature of BSM contributions. Ref. [32] examined WH pro-
duction with the decay H → W (∗)W ∗ , though the effect of the
BSM CP even term was not considered. Although the transverse
mass of the VH system has been used at the Tevatron to probe
the HWW vertex [33] it has been shown to be ineffective at the
LHC [27]. However, the Lorentz structure of the BSM vertices will
be reﬂected in the angular distribution of the gauge boson’s decay
products. The momenta of the V and Higgs bosons are recon-
structed from the leptons and jets as follows:
pV = pl1 + pl2 , pH = pb1 + pb2 + p j, (3)
where {pbi } are the momenta of the b jets, p j is the momentum
of the light quark jet if it is reconstructed and pl1 and pl2 are themomenta of the lepton and the anti-lepton respectively (for WH,
pl1 corresponds to the lepton momentum and pl2 to the neutrino).
With these momenta, we may deﬁne
cos θ∗ =
p(V )l1 · pV
|p(V )l1 ||pV |
, cos δ+ =
p(V )l1 · (pV × pH )
|p(V )l1 ||pV × pH |
,
cos δ− = (
p(H−)l1 × p
(H−)
l2
) · pV
|(p(H−)l1 × p
(H−)
l2
)||pV |
. (4)
Here p(Y )X corresponds to the three momentum of the particle X
in the rest frame of the particle Y . If Y is not speciﬁed then the
momentum is deﬁned in the lab frame. Momenta labels are as fol-
lows: H corresponds to the Higgs boson, H− stands for the four
momentum obtained when the sign of the spatial component of
the Higgs momentum is inverted (pH → −pH ) and V = W±, Z .
For example, p(H−)l1 refers to the lepton’s momentum after boosting
to a frame in which the Higgs would be at rest, were its momen-
tum reversed.
The angle cos θ∗ , ﬁrst deﬁned in [19], encodes the W boson po-
larisation. The SM and BSM couplings lead to mostly longitudinal
or transverse W bosons respectively. That cos θ∗ then effectively
distinguishes SM and BSM effects can be seen in Fig. 2, which
also includes the W + jets background. To distinguish the two BSM
contributions, one needs different observables, namely cos δ± , also
shown in Fig. 2. Results for ZH production (not shown) are quali-
tatively similar.
2.1. Asymmetries
Motivated by Fig. 2, we deﬁne asymmetry parameters
A(X) = σ(|X | < 0.5) − σ(|X | > 0.5)
σ (|X | < 0.5) + σ(|X | > 0.5) (5)
pure BSM and the dominant background are shown for ZH and WH
production in Tables 2 and 3 respectively. We see that A(cos θ∗)
discriminates SM from pure BSM contributions for both WH and
ZH production. The other angles discriminate the BSM CP odd
and even vertices. We have checked that in WH production, re-
construction ambiguities of the W shift the absolute value of the
asymmetries by roughly the same amount and thus differences in
asymmetries are robust against this systematic uncertainty.
Fig. 3 shows the Λi dependence of these asymmetries in WH
production, including BSM and SM operators. We set A = 1 and
vary B and C in turn, whilst including the dominant W jj back-
ground. As expected, the asymmetries approach the SM value withFig. 2. Distributions of the angles deﬁned in Eq. (4) for WH production in the SM (solid red lines), pure BSM CP even (dot-dashed blue lines), pure BSM CP odd (dashed
green lines) and for the dominant W + jets background (dotted black lines). (a) cos θ∗ , (b) cos δ+ , (c) cos δ− .
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Asymmetries for the angles deﬁned Eq. (4) in ZH production for the SM and BSM
vertices at 14 TeV LHC after application of all cuts.
Asymmetries ZHSM ZH
0−
BSM ZH
0+
BSM Z + jets
A(cos θ∗) 0.35 −0.05 −0.02 0.07
A(cos δ+) −0.207 −0.262 0.088 −0.188
A(cos δ−) −0.209 −0.435 −0.103 −0.321
Table 3
Asymmetries for the angles deﬁned Eq. (4) in WH production for the SM and BSM
vertices at 14 TeV LHC after application of all cuts.
Asymmetries WHSM WH
0−
BSM WH
0+
BSM W + jets
A(cos θ∗) 0.396 0.073 0.100 0.142
A(cos δ+) −0.150 −0.284 0.142 −0.138
A(cos δ−) −0.058 −0.353 0.042 −0.118
Fig. 3. The value of the asymmetries deﬁned in Eq. (5) The strength of the BSM
contribution is varied through the parameters Λi . The horizontal lines indicate the
asymmetry in the SM. The contribution from the dominant W jj background is in-
cluded in the evaluation of these asymmetries. The 1σ statistical uncertainty in the
determination of these asymmetries for 300 fb−1 of data for 14 TeV LHC is shown
by the shaded regions for SM and by the error bars for BSM scenarios.
increasing Λi . For cos θ∗ both BSM operators reduce the asym-
metry; for cos δ± their effects are of opposite sign, allowing to
effectively discriminate the BSM contributions. Similar results are
obtained for ZH production, and Fig. 3 also includes estimated sta-
tistical uncertainty. Bounds of Λi > 400 GeV can be easily placed
with 300 fb−1 of LHC data. Obviously the suggested reach of
3000 fb−1 of data for LHC will reduce the uncertainties and al-
low larger pT cuts to improve the sensitivity to BSM couplings.
In comparison with Higgs decay rates, we note that an unam-
biguous determination of each of the terms is hard to achieve
although some bounds can be placed: e.g. Ref. [6] suggests that
Λ1 > 250 GeV may still be allowed for the CP even BSM coupling.
Similar bounds are expected for the CP odd couplings.1
3. Conclusions
We examine ZH and WH production at the LHC, where the
Higgs decays to a bb¯ pair. Combining jet substructure techniques
with vector boson polarisation (via angular distributions of decay
products), we give observables that can distinguish between new
operators coupling the Higgs to vector bosons. Importantly (given
that the newly discovered boson cannot be purely CP-odd), our
analysis applies when both BSM and SM operators are present,
and mutually interfere. We show that in VH production, sensitiv-
1 Under some highly restrictive assumptions one can restrict Λ2 > 900 GeV using
Higgs decay rates [34].ity to BSM physics is enhanced through an increased acceptance of
BSM couplings to the selection cuts, and the HWW and HZZ cou-
plings can be studied independently of each other. This increased
acceptance means that with higher luminosity and energy, one can
afford larger values of the transverse momentum cut and thus en-
hance the sensitivity of this channel to BSM physics. In fact, as
can be seen from Fig. 3, even the study of a single asymmetry
can provide 2σ bounds on Λi ∼ 400 GeV, which reduces to 1σ
for Λi = 600 GeV, for 300 fb−1 of data at the 14 TeV LHC. With
a luminosity of 3000 fb−1, 2σ bounds on Λi = 600 GeV are eas-
ily achieved. It is clear that combining the asymmetries and/or a
multivariate analysis, can only add to this sensitivity. Further in-
vestigations, including possible detector effects, are in progress.
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